


Next in its family of Micron class high-

accuracy, mass imaging platforms, DEK

introduces Europa.  The name has

meaningful origins: Discovered by

Galileo and still fascinating scientists

400 years later, Europa is a unique

satellite of Jupiter with an extraordinary

interior and exterior structure. Like the

moon for which it is named, DEK

Europa’s design is captivating and its

performance a marvel of modern

engineering – bringing next-generation

process capability to today’s advanced

SMT assemblers.

With unrivaled throughput, accuracy

and speed, Europa sets new standards of

performance and reliability, ensuring

total process Cpk 2.0 at ± 20µm, thus

enabling SMT assemblers to realize

repeatable high-yields at the fastest

production rates in the industry.

The scaleable Europa offers tremendous

flexibility and configurability options to

meet the challenges inherent in

advanced technology applications.  It

successfully combines an industry-

leading high-speed cycle time of four

seconds with High Through-put

Conveyor along with the extraordinary

accuracy needed for next-generation

manufacturing. Europa also provides the

precision necessary for consistent

printing of non-self aligning lead-free

solder pastes, enabling successful Pb-free

manufacturing. 

DEK’s most advanced support and

productivity technologies are built into

Europa.  At the heart of the machine is

a newly designed chassis providing

superior torsional and thermal stability

and a single natural vibration frequency:

all critical factors in achieving state-of-

the-art process capability.  Enhanced

features like a new, scalable control

system, DEK’s Instinctiv user interface

and web-based Interactiv support

services, full vision and offline editing

capability all unite to make Europa the

quintessential printing system for

complex SMT processes.

Europa’s superior engineering and

elegant design have not gone unnoticed.

With design award recognition from

some of the industry’s most prestigious

organizations, DEK Europa will

undoubtedly set the new benchmark for

engineering sophistication.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE, 
ELEGANTLY ENGINEERED

“bringing next-generation
process capability to today’s
advanced SMT assemblers”



To achieve its objective of best-in-class

performance, DEK’s design team has

redefined the way many elements of

screen printing are accomplished.  As a

result, Europa brings to market the

industry’s highest true production

throughput with the fastest changeovers

and lowest process overheads.

Europa’s high speed transport system

employs efficient board transfer by

pipelining incoming, printed and

outgoing boards, thus minimizing core

cycle time.  The system introduces

upstream boards into the machine while

simultaneously printing the current

board and feeding the previous board to

the downstream process.  While each

incoming board is aligned, DEK’s

patented on-the-fly vision technology,

with advanced optics and image

processing power,  quickly captures

fiducial data regardless of board surface

finish.

UNPARALLELED 
THROUGHPUT

Also available on Europa is DEK’s

award-winning ProFlow® DirEKt

Imaging technology, which brings the

advantages of enclosed printing to the

Micron class platform.  ProFlow

provides significant savings in print

excursion time, cleaning overheads and

paste maintenance. And, in true

production environments, ProFlow has

been shown to raise throughput by over

100%. The patented technology is

particularly advantageous for lead-free

manufacturing, as it improves transfer

efficiency and reduces material waste,

which can be significant cost savings

factors as the industry transitions to

costlier lead-free alloys.

DEK’s Vortex™ underscreen cleaning

unit, which deploys a paperless system

to execute wet, dry and vacuum assisted

cleaning in a single cycle, provides

additional throughput enhancement.

This cleverly engineered system

performs the underscreen cleaning

sequence in approximately one-third

the time required by conventional

cleaning processes.

In addition, Europa is host to DEK’s

most powerful vision technology, which

completes 2Di stencil and post-print

inspection with incredible accuracy and

speed.  DEK’s 2Di system inspects

various areas of the board for stencil

blockage, stencil smear, paste-on-pad,

board alignment and bridging. 

“fastest
changeovers

and lowest
process

overheads”



This vision technology eliminates

unnecessary cleaning and paste

dispensing, thus optimizing cycle

time.

DEK’s new Hawkeye print

verification system is also offered on

Europa and takes 2Di’s industry-

leading inspection speed to a new

level by exponentially increasing

process verification time.  This

superior post print vision system

assesses 100% of printed boards and

gives a rapid go/no-go indication for

each – all at line beat rate.  Faulty

boards can now be isolated in real-

time, without slowing cycle time. The

speed of Hawkeye is remarkable and

the ease of set up is without compare.

Utilizing the Instinctiv graphical user

interface, Hawkeye is configured

using simple to define scan areas.

During production, Hawkeye

provides real time graphical reporting

of the verification process and

immediate feedback to line

technicians with simple recovery

choices.

There are varying industry

expressions of process capability.

DEK’s highly ethical practices dictate

that process capability be expressed

with the utmost integrity and DEK

consistently presents the data in

terms of actual production

performance. It’s not just alignment 

capability that matters; it’s print

process and alignment capability that

reveal the complete picture of printer

performance.  Europa’s total process

Cpk2.0 at ± 20µm is the figure for

true paste on pad repeatability,

measured after a full wet print cycle,

and is twice the guarantee of any

other screen printing manufacturer.

While many specifications quote

fiducial alignment capability only,

Europa delivers the ultimate in paste

on pad repeatability – the meaningful

measure of process capability. 

TRUE REPEATABLE
ACCURACY

“Europa delivers the 
ultimate in paste on pad repeatability”



And, as the industry moves toward

lead-free manufacturing, print

accuracy will become increasingly

crucial.  Because the new lead-free

pastes do not provide the same self-

alignment characteristics as lead-rich

pastes, many devices will under

perform during lead-free processing

unless paste-on-pad accuracy and

repeatability is improved.  Europa’s

remarkable precision will help make

lead-free manufacturing a smooth and

manageable transition.

The system’s newly designed chassis,

with exceptional torsional and

thermal stability, is at the heart of this

amazingly engineered machine.

Through the use of harmonics and

advanced vibration analysis

techniques, Europa has been designed

to provide a single natural vibration

frequency, the stability of which is

critical for absolute stencil to board

alignment and next generation

process capability.

Further enhancing Europa’s accuracy

capability is DEK’s Alignment

Verification Tool (AVT).  This

National Standards traceable system

calculates the board-stencil alignment

during the print stroke, which again

verifies in process accuracy.

DEK’s focus on interconnectivity has

equipped Europa with open standard

interfaces including 10/100 Ethernet,

GEM/SECS II and IrDA, supported

by networking features native to its

Windows operating system. 

Exclusive to the Micron class, Europa

features the DEK Instincitv user

interface, with graphical TimeToGo

indications for consumables

replenishment, extensive on-board

help and error recovery.  Instinctiv

enables operators to increase

productivity with less training,

maximize uptime and assess and

optimize complex processes.  This

sophisticated tool also links to DEK’s

web-based Interactiv support services

via Internet-based VPN technology.

Interactiv provides operators with

line-side assistance and direct access

to DEK’s knowledge servers, which

contain multimedia tutorials about

setup, process optimization,

maintenance and application issues.

This advanced software provides

remote diagnostic capability and voice

communication to DEK’s global

helpdesk service through which

operators can obtain support 24/7.

SOPHISTICATED
SOFTWARE 

“increase
productivity with
less training”



A fast, precise and repeatable print

operation is imperative for today’s

advanced SMT assembly requirements.

Europa encompasses precision-

engineered mechanical assemblies,

DEK’s new ISCAN™ (Intelligent

Scaleable Control Area Network)

architecture and ISO9001

manufacturing procedures to ensure

unmatched reliability.  

The system’s new ISCAN™

technology, allows for sophisticated

communication with the machine,

significant trend analysis, dramatically

reduced wiring – 40% less than other

conventional screen printers—and

easier and less expensive upgrading.

All of these features, along with a host

of advanced diagnostic capabilities,

make Europa inherently more reliable

and provide manufacturers with

tremendous reductions in cost of

ownership.

Supported by DEK Interactiv services

portfolio and global support network,

Europa has incredible uptime, with

only minimal, cost-effective

maintenance and adjustments.  Online

monitoring reduces scheduled and

unscheduled downtime, site visits,

parts costs and scrap.

With an extensive range of

performance options, upgrade choices

and process enhancements, Europa

defines reliability and maximizes

resources beyond your future

requirements.

INHERENT RELIABILITY 

“ reduced wiring –
40% less than other
conventional screen
printers” 

Compatibility with DEK’s advanced

productivity software tools allows

process engineers to use DEK’s

exclusive Offline Editor (OLE).  This

powerful feature enables users to set-up,

edit and access machine programs from

the desktop.  The ability to faultlessly

generate complete machine programs

off line ensures maximum productivity.

With OLE, process engineers can also

implement Remote Event Monitoring

strategies using DEK’s Remote Event

Monitor (REM).   REM draws

performance data from the printer and

delivers instant production feedback to

support process reporting, historical

statistical analysis and live product

tracking – all from any PC on the

corporate network.



DEK’s track record of platform-wide

compatibility follows through to Europa,

which is compatible with many previous

DEK printing systems.  This design

consistency enables easy file transfer

options for quick upgrading to Europa’s

extraordinary performance capability.

Likewise, DEK’s long-standing

philosophy of total customer satisfaction

is designed into Europa, ensuring ease-of-

use, comprehensive training and global,

customized service. DEK’s worldwide

customer support infrastructure is unique

in its scale and scope.  With online

support tools like www.dekservice.com,

focused customer training schedules

offering Performance Based Equipment

Training (PBET) certification for

operators and system supervisors, and

personalized on-site service and support,

DEK sets the standard for true customer

delight.

As SMT processes become more complex

and new economic and regulatory

requirements impact electronics

manufacturing, DEK remains at the

forefront of technology – anticipating

customers’ future requirements and

bringing solutions to market today.

Europa is the next-generation in printer

technology, delivering the speed, accuracy,

reliability and superior process capability

required for advanced SMT processes. 

COMPATIBILITY AND
GLOBAL SUPPORT

EUROPA:  
LEADING THE UNIVERSE
IN PERFORMANCE
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